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Optical coatings is a broad field and there are many topics that 
could have been included in this special issue of Optics 
News. What we have here represents a small selection. 
Three papers describe particular applications and the fourth 

gives a personal account of a particularly interesting period in the history 
of the subject. 

Although this statement could and probably will be disputed, the sci
ence of thin films probably really began at the end of the 17th century. 
Hooke certainly described the colors of thin films and they must have 
been observed much earlier. But for me personally, the clear description 
in Newton's Opticks, first published in 1704, represents the beginning of 
the real science of the subject. Newton's description of the colors is so 
vivid that we can appreciate them without any need for the color photo
graphs that would be absolutely required for a similar publication today. 
I know of no more complete account. 

Unfortunately, Newton could not explain the colors with the theory as 
it then existed, although he came very close. Young supplied everything 
that we need for an explanation with first the wave theory and then his 
color vision theory revived and developed later by Helmholtz into the 
Young-Helmholtz theory. The first glimpse of an application appears in 
the work of Fraunhofer. In his investigations of the tarnishing of glass, he 
produced etched layers on the surface having index of refraction lower 
than that of the underlying glass and observed that the reflectance was 
reduced. 

Although he very clearly understood exactly what was going on, as far 
as we know, he did not develop the process into an anti-reflection coat
ing. That was left to Dennis Taylor some 60 years later with an etching 
process that produced layers that must have been similar to those of 
Fraunhofer. But the applications really started to expand in the 1930s 
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with the development of the oil diffusion pump following 
the discovery of oils with sufficiently low vapor pressure. 
This made the vacuum deposition of thin films for applica
tions viable, rather than leaving it as a curiosity. John 
Strong and Francis Turner in the U.S., Geffcken and others 
in Europe were all involved. 

World War II burst on the scene and nothing was ever 
the same again. Richard Denton's account is of his person
al experiences during the war at the Frankford Arsenal. It 
is an interesting story, but also a valuable document be
cause it is the story of someone who was there and who 
took part in shaping what we now call history. Along with 
Francis Turner and M a x Auwärter, Denton was honored 
in April 1988 at OSA's Fourth Topical Meeting on Optical 
Interference Coatings as one of our industrial pioneers. 

The laser was unknown in World War II, but appeared 
less than 20 years later. This was the second great boost to 
the coating industry and, of course, to the optics industry 
as a whole. The early coatings were not particularly rug
ged either in terms of environmental resistance or of laser 
damage threshold, but the subject of laser damage and of 
techniques for increasing threshold quickly became impor
tant. The laser took some time to mature. I remember the 
wry jokes at the time that the laser was a solution looking 
for a problem. But there was never any doubt of its poten
tial and its importance, and today we no longer think of 
the word "laser" as an acronym. It has passed into the 
language and is even used as a verb. Enormous progress 
has been made but much remains to be done. Charles Car-
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niglia writes on laser coatings in this issue. 
What are the development applications today that 

could have as profound an effect on the field as World War 
II or the laser? One of these could well be coatings for 
anticounterfieting purposes. If technology can produce a 
product, then there is no way of preventing technology 
from recreating an exact replica of that product. When the 
product is a banknote or a credit card or a passport, the 
replica, if it is made unofficially, becomes a forgery. The 
only really effective way we can limit forgery is to make it 
too expensive. 

Thin film coatings produced in such large quantities 
that they are very cheap represent items that can be added 
to a document or other object to validate them, and the 
variation of color with angle of incidence implies that only 
an interference structure could replicate them. Small scale 
thin technology, much more expensive, is then an uneco
nomic way of forging replicas. J.A. Dobrowolski has been 
working in this field ever since he first suggested the tech
nique in the early 1970s and he writes about the subject in 
this issue. 

Another growth area is that of coatings for spectacle 
lenses. In Japan and the Federal Republic of Germany, for 
example, it is already common for spectacles to have anti-
reflection coatings. The technique has not yet taken hold 
in the United States, but this must soon happen. A . Co
lonna de Lega writes about this market and some of the 
problems being encountered. 

These articles do not represent an exhaustive account of 
the current state-of-the-art of thin film optical coatings. 
Rather, they are accounts of aspects of the field that have 
changed it in major, irreversible ways or have the potential 
to do so. It will be interesting to look back on this period 
in 20 years' time and see how correct we were about possi
ble impacts. 

For a wide review of the current state-of-the-art, we 
should look to the papers from the Fourth Topical Meet
ing on Optical Interference Coatings held in Tucson in 
Apri l 1988. These are appearing in the July 15 issue of 
Applied Optics, virtually in parallel with this issue of Op
tics News. 

What are the development applications 
today that could have as profound an 

effect on the held as World War II 
or the laser? 
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